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1. Introduction A challenge for ¯nancial economics is understanding how macroeconomic variables a®ect the term structure of interest rates. Empirical features such as an average upward-sloping term structure, time-varying term premiums, and volatile long maturity bond yields are not well captured by standard macroeconomic models. Rather than concluding that the link between the macroeconomy and ¯nancial markets is weak, we explore di®erent speci¯cations of macroeconomic models to gain a better understanding of these linkages. In particular, we consider the potential for a time-varying price of risk and a monetary policy rule helping to account for some puzzling features of the data, such as an upward-sloping average yield curve and the relatively high long maturity yield volatilities. The challenges for a structural macroeconomic model are easy to see. Take as a benchmark an exchange economy with an exogenous in°ation process and a representative agent with time-additive expected utility and constant relative risk aversion. An upward-sloping average yield curve requires a negatively autocorrelated nominal pricing kernel (see Backus and Zin (1994)). The real pricing kernel in the benchmark endowment economy will be positively autocorrelated when consumption growth is positively autocorrelated; hence, the term structure of real bond yields will be downward sloping on average. If in°ation is positively autocorrelated, then the nominal pricing kernel will also be positively autocorrelated and the nominal term structure will also be downward sloping on average. If investors were risk neutral, high long maturity yield volatility would require current forecasts of future nominal interest rates to be sensitive to information. Long maturity forecasts converge to the mean of the stationary distribution; hence, long yields converge to a constant and long-term yield volatility converges to zero as maturity increases. Long yield volatilities in the benchmark model must be the consequence of either very persistent risk premiums via very persistent consumption growth or very persistent
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in°ation. The benchmark model is capable of matching these dimensions of the data only when consumption growth or in°ation has highly counterfactual dynamics (see Piazzesi and Schneider (2007)). Here, we maintain the structure of an exchange economy with relatively uncomplicated dynamics for exogenous state variables, but with two important extensions of the benchmark model. The ¯rst extension is that the representative agent has a preference shock sensitive to a latent variable and the level of consumption growth. As in Wachter (2006), the preference shock has important implications for the dynamics of risk premiums. In particular, risk premiums can be highly persistent even when consumption growth is not persistent, helping to account for both the slope and volatility of the nominal yield curve. The second extension is that monetary policy is determined through a Taylor rule. We show that the resulting endogenous process for in°ation depends on the same state variables as real rates, and that the implied in°ation covariance risk will further contribute to a negatively autocorrelated nominal pricing kernel. We accomplish this in a framework that maintains an a±ne structure for nominal yields, which allows us to give a more structural interpretation to the empirical ¯ndings in Ang et al. (2007). Unlike New Keynesian models of the term structure such as Bekaert et al. (2010), monetary policy in our model plays no role beyond determining the in°ation rate. Finally, we also explore the relationship between the preference shock that we infer from properties of the yield curve with external habit formation as in Abel (1990), or Campbell and Cochrane (1999), for instance. Our structural model also allows us to conduct policy experiments. We subject our model to di®erent monetary policies    di®erent Taylor rule parameters    and ask how such changes would be re°ected in the properties of the yield curve. A policy rule that increases the sensitivity of shortterm yields to in°ation lowers both the average nominal yield curve and the yield volatilities at all maturities. We conjecture that this might help us understand the changes in yield curve dynamics observed after the Volcker disin°ation. 2. A±ne Term Structure Models with Stochastic Price of Risk The structural models we examine later fall within a particular class of arbitrage-free term structure models popular in the empirical literature, which we brie°y review in this section. The state of the economy is summarized by a k-dimensional vector of variables st following the ¯rst-order vector 1750011-3
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autoregression: stþ1 ¼ ðI  Þ þ st þ  1=2 "tþ1 ;



ð1Þ



where f"t g  i:i:d N ð0; IÞ,  is a k  k matrix of autoregressive parameters assumed to be stable,  is a k  1 vector of drift parameters and  is the conditional covariance matrix. Prices for real and nominal default-free bonds satisfy the fundamental asset pricing equation ðnÞ



ðn1Þ



¼ Et ½Mtþ1 b tþ1 ;



bt



ð2Þ
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ðnÞ



where b t is the price at date t of a default-free pure-discount bond that pays ð0Þ 1 at date t þ n, and b t ¼ 1. The asset-pricing kernel, Mtþ1 , is interpreted as the equilibrium marginal rate of intertemporal substitution of the representative consumer in our structural model. The pricing kernel takes the form 1 > > 1=2 "tþ1 :  log Mtþ1 ¼ 0 þ  > 1 st þ ðst Þ ðst Þ þ ðst Þ  2



ð3Þ



The k  1 vector 1 represents the factor loadings for the pricing kernel and the k  1 vector ðst Þ is the state-dependent price of risk also a±ning in the state vector ðst Þ ¼ 0 þ 1 st ;



ð4Þ



where 0 is a k  1 vector of constants and 1 is a k  k matrix of constants. The log-price of a bond with n-periods to maturity is a linear function of the state, ðnÞ



 log b t



>



¼ A ðnÞ þ B ðnÞ st ;



where A ðnÞ is a scalar, and B ðnÞ is a k  1 vector. Equivalently, continuously ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ compounded yields, i t , de¯ned by b t  expðni t Þ, are also a±ne functions of the state variables, ðnÞ



it



¼



1 ðnÞ > ½A þ B ðnÞ st : n



The parameters de¯ning bond yields, An and Bn , solve the bond pricing equation (2), resulting in: 1 > An ¼ 0 þ An1 þ B > n1 ½ðI  Þ  0   B n1 B n1 ; 2 > > > B n ¼  1 þ B n1 ½  1 :



ð5Þ



Since b ð0Þ ¼ 1, the initial conditions for the recursions are A0 ¼ 0 and B0 ¼ 0. 1750011-4
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Empirical work by Du®ee (2002), Dai and Singleton (2002, 2003), Ang and Piazzesi (2003), Brandt and Chapman (2003), and Dai and Philippon (2005) demonstrates that this class of a±ne models in which the state dependence of the risk premium is driven by state dependence of prices of risk does a good job capturing several salient features of term structure data.
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2.1. Some properties of the a±ne term structure model The fundamental pricing equation (2) tells us that long maturity bonds can ðn1Þ be seen as one-period instruments with the uncertain payo® b tþ1 . It implies that, from a one-period holding period perspective, long maturity bonds involve compensations for risk that must be re°ected in the expected excess returns over the one-period risk-free rate it . De¯ne the one-period term premium in an n-period bond by ðnÞ



t



ðnÞ



 it







1 ðn1Þ fi þ ðn  1ÞEt ½i tþ1 g: n t



ð6Þ



Using the recursive equations (5), the term premium of an n-period bond is of the a±ne form ðnÞ



t



¼



1 ½ þ B;n > st  n A;n



ð7Þ



with coe±cients



  1 A;n ¼ B > and B;n > ¼ B >   þ B 0 n1 n1 1 : 2 n1



ð8Þ



From Eqs. (7) and (8), the term premiums in the a±ne framework are timevarying as long as the market price of risk is not constant    1 6¼ 0. This characteristic is essential to capture deviations from the expectations hypothesis. To see this, consider the Campbell and Shiller (1991) coe±cients,  ðnÞ , associated with the regression ðn1Þ



i tþ1



ðnÞ



 it



¼  ðnÞ þ



 ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ ði t  it Þ þ " CS;tþ1 : n1



ð9Þ



Under the expectations hypothesis, the  ðnÞ coe±cients are equal to 1. Using Eq. (6),  ðnÞ ¼ 1  n



ðnÞ



covði t



 it ; t Þ



ðnÞ varði t



 it Þ



:



Deviations from the expectations hypothesis are explained by time-varying term premiums whose variation is correlated with the variability of bond 1750011-5
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yield spreads. Such a pattern is entirely driven by the existence of time variation in the market price of risk. ðnÞ The term premium  t multiplied by maturity is equal to the expected one-period holding period return of an n-period bond in excess of the oneðnÞ period rate. To see this, denote by xr t;tþ1 the one-period holding period return from time t to t þ 1 of an n-period bond in excess of the one-period rate. The excess return is ! ðn1Þ b tþ1 ðnÞ ðn1Þ ðnÞ  it ¼ ðn  1Þi tþ1 þ ni t  it : xr t;tþ1 ¼ log ðnÞ bt ðnÞ



ðnÞ



It follows from Eq. (6) that Et ½xr t;tþ1  ¼ n t . Historically, long maturity nominal bond yields are higher on average than short-term nominal yields. From the a±ne speci¯cation and stationarity assumptions for yields, the average spread between an n-period bond yield and a one-period interest rate is " #   n n1 1 1 X ðnÞ ðn1Þ ðnÞ ðjÞ  it  þ E½xr t;tþ1  ¼ E xr t;tþ1 : E½i t E½i t  it  ¼ n n n j¼2 The recursive representation for the average spread shows that the unconditional spread associated with a speci¯c maturity is the weighted average of the unconditional spread linked to a bond with a shorter maturity, and a maturity-speci¯c holding-period expected excess return. When bond yields are driven by stationary state variables, expected excess returns must be positive enough to obtain an upward-sloping average yield curve. The requirement imposes restrictions on the parameters of the market price of risk. To obtain the volatility of long maturity yields, consider the nonrecursive solution for the vector of factor sensitivities in Eq. (5), Bn ¼ ½ðI   Þ 1 ðI   n Þ > B1 ;



where  ¼ ½  1 :



ð10Þ



The matrix  is the autoregressive matrix for the state variables under the risk-neutral measure. This autoregressive matrix di®ers from the autoregressive matrix under the actual measure as long as the market price of risk is time varying. From Eq. (10), the unconditional yield volatilities are ðnÞ



varði t Þ ¼



1 > B ðI   Þ 1 ðI   n Þvarðst Þ½ðI   Þ 1 ðI   n Þ > B1 : ð11Þ n2 1
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Long maturity bond yield volatility as a fraction of short-term rate volatility.



For the one-state variable case where k ¼ 1, Eq. (11) simpli¯es to   1 1   n ðnÞ ð1Þ varði t Þ ¼ varði t Þ: n 1  



ð12Þ



Figure 1 presents the volatility of long maturity interest rates implied by Eq. (12) for di®erent coe±cients  as a proportion of the volatility of the one-period interest rate. From the ¯gure, volatility dies out quickly unless  is very close to one. For models with a constant market price of risk  ¼ , bond yield volatility depends entirely on the autocorrelation of the state variables. Thus, in order to capture a slow declining volatility across maturities, stationary state variables need to be very persistent. This is consistent with the result in Backus and Zin (1994) that the volatility of interest rates converges to zero under stationary state variables. The existence of a state-dependent market price of risk, 1 such that    is positive de¯nite can overcome the lack of persistence in the state variables increasing the long maturity yield volatility. 3. An Equilibrium A±ne Economy with Stochastic Price of Risk Empirical estimates of the parameters of the a±ne model laid out in the previous section are somewhat di±cult to interpret. The latent state
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variables have no direct interpretation, and the parameters of the equilibrium pricing kernel could be determined by preferences, production opportunities, government policy, or most likely all of these combined. In this section, we provide a simple structural model of the macroeconomy that will allow us to better evaluate the content of these empirical models. We will assume a pure-exchange economy with a representative household, and ¯rst focus on the role of preferences for determining the term structure of real bonds. We then introduce in°ation to price nominal bonds, both as an exogenous process, or as the endogenous outcome consistent with a monetary policy rule. The in¯nitely-lived representative agent has access to a complete set of date and state contingent assets and maximizes lifetime utility subject to a resource constraint. The intertemporal optimization problem is " # 1 1 X t C t e Q ; max E0 1 t fCt g 1 t¼0 t¼0 subject to the intertemporal budget constraint " # 1 X E0 Mt Ct  w0 :



ð13Þ



t¼0



Here,  denotes the time preference parameter,  is the local curvature of the utility function, Qt is an exogenous preference shock, w0 is the household's initial wealth, and Ct is consumption. Consumption is exogenous in our pure-exchange setting. The process for logarithmic consumption growth, ctþ1  log Ctþ1  log Ct is ctþ1 ¼ ð1  c Þc þ c ct þ c "c;tþ1



ð14Þ



with f"c;tþ1 g  i:i:d: N ð0; 1Þ. The log di®erence in the exogenous preference shock, qtþ1  log Qtþ1  log Qt , is linearly related to consumption growth with a coe±cient varying linearly with the current level of consumption growth and an exogenous variable t interpreted as a taste shock: qtþ1 ¼



1 ð c þ  t Þ 2 vart ðctþ1 Þ þ ðc ct þ  t Þðctþ1  Et ctþ1 Þ: 2 c t ð15Þ



The preference shock allows for an exogenously varying stochastic risk aversion as in the Campbell and Cochrane (1999) external habit model with the addition of a pure taste shock unrelated to consumption growth. 1750011-8
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The representative household's overall sensitivity to consumption growth is  þ ðc ct þ  t Þ, where ðc ct þ  t Þ can be interpreted as the stochastic part of the representative household's risk aversion. To complete the speci¯cation of the preference shock, t has autoregressive dynamics:
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tþ1 ¼  t þ " ;tþ1



ð16Þ



with f" ;tþ1 g  i:i:d: N ð0; 1Þ. The shock " ;tþ1 is independent of the consumption growth shock "c;tþ1 . The term  12 ðc ct þ  t Þ 2 vart ðctþ1 Þ in the stochastic preference shocks implies that the conditional mean of the growth of the preference shock is   Qtþ1 ¼ 1; Et Qt so that the preference shock is an exponential martingale. The coe±cient c is the sensitivity of the representative household's level of risk aversion to the current growth rate of aggregate consumption. The coe±cient  is the sensitivity of the representative household's level of risk aversion to the process t . From the household's ¯rst-order conditions, we obtain a real pricing kernel Mtþ1 given by the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution1      Qtþ1  Ctþ1 Mtþ1 ¼ e : ð17Þ Ct Qt Therefore, the logarithmic real pricing kernel mtþ1  log Mtþ1 is mtþ1 ¼  þ ctþ1  qtþ1 1 ¼  þ ð1  c Þc þ c ct þ ðc ct þ  t Þ 2 2c 2 þ ð þ c ct þ  t Þ c "c;tþ1 :



ð18Þ



ð19Þ



This real pricing kernel is a two-factor stochastic price of risk a±ne model with state variables st ¼ ðct ; t Þ > . Proposition 1 summarizes the link between the economy and the a±ne framework.



The term QQtþ1 is a Radon–Nikodym derivative that represents a change of measure from the t pricing kernel of a CRRA economy. This representation for the pricing kernel is isomorphic to the Epstein–Zin pricing kernel presented in Gallmeyer et al. (2007) or the model-uncertainty adjusted pricing kernel in Hansen and Sargent (2007). Although the economic underpinnings in these models are di®erent, they share the purpose of shifting the marginal utility of consumption. 1
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Proposition 1. The equilibrium characteristics of the economy and its associated real pricing kernel are represented by Eqs. (1); (3); and (4) where st ¼ ðct ; t Þ > and  ¼ diagfc ;  g;



 ¼ ðc ; 0Þ > ;



 1=2 ¼ diagf c ; g;



1 0 ¼  þ ð1  c Þc   2 2c ; 2
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0 ¼ ½; 0



>



and



" ¼ ð"c ; " Þ > ;



1 ¼ ½ ðc  c 2c Þ;  2c  > ; 



 c 



: 1 ¼ 0 0



Proof. Characterize the state-vector process (1) using Eqs. (14) and (16), and express Eq. (19) in matrix form to conform to Eqs. (3) and (4). The a±ne representation allows us to price real discount bonds using Eq. (5). The equilibrium continuously compounded n-period real interest rate, rt ðnÞ , must satisfy the household's ¯rst-order condition for n-period real bond holdings ðn1Þ



ðnÞ



e nr t ¼ Et ½Mtþn  ¼ Et ½Mtþ1 e ðn1Þr tþ1 :



ð20Þ



Therefore, real interest rates can be expressed as linear combinations of consumption growth and the exogenous variable t , where the loadings are nonlinear functions of deep economic parameters. Relative to a general essentially a±ne model, the model's structural parameters signi¯cantly reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space. From the structure of the price of risk ðst Þ, innovations in the pricing kernel are solely driven by shocks to consumption growth "c;tþ1 . The preference shock t does however contribute to time variation in the price of risk as long as  6¼ 0. The preference parameters c and  a®ect the sensitivity of bond yields to the state variables. In particular, a negative value for c increases the response of real interest rates to consumption growth and implies a countercyclical price of consumption growth risk. Such a feature can lead to an upward-sloping average yield curve. To see this, consider the yield spread ð2Þ r t  rt of a two-period bond relative to the one-period interest rate. Using Eq. (20) and Proposition 1, the average spread is ð2Þ



E½r t



1 1  rt  ¼  E½vart ðrtþ1Þ  þ E½covt ðmtþ1 ; rtþ1 Þ 4 2 1 1 ¼  E½vart ðrtþ1 Þ  ð þ c c Þðc  c 2c Þ 2c : 4 2 1750011-10
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Since  14 E½vart ðrtþ1 Þ < 0, the potential to generate positive spreads depends entirely on generating a positive covariance between the real price kernel and interest rates. Under power utility, c ¼ 0, the average real yield curve is downward sloping unless we assume a counterfactual negative autocorrelation for consumption growth. Allowing c 6¼ 0 and since average long-term consumption growth c is positive, a positive spread can be obtained when c <  c < 0.
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3.1. Nominal bond pricing De¯ne Pt as the money price of goods at date t. Assuming a frictionless conversion of money for goods, the nominal pricing kernel is       Qtþ1 Ptþ1 1 $  Ctþ1 : ð22Þ M tþ1 ¼ e Ct Qt Pt $ The logarithm of the nominal pricing kernel is m tþ1 ¼ mtþ1  tþ1 , where tþ1  log Ptþ1  log Pt is the rate of in°ation from t to t þ 1. Let it ðnÞ denote the continuously compounded n-period nominal interest rate. The household's ¯rst-order condition for the n-period nominal bond is ðnÞ



$ : e i t ¼ Et ½M tþn



ð23Þ



To close the nominal side of the model, we need to derive a process for the evolution of in°ation. We consider two approaches to modeling in°ation dynamics. Our ¯rst approach is to directly specify in°ation as an exogenous process. Our second approach is to specify a monetary policy by a Taylortype rule linking the nominal short-term interest rate to in°ation, resulting in endogenous dynamics for in°ation. 3.2. Exogenous inflation nominal pricing kernel By expanding the state space to include an exogenous in°ation process t , the nominal state vector is s $t ¼ ðct ; t ; t Þ > . The stochastic process for in°ation is tþ1 ¼ ð1   Þ þ  t þ " ;tþ1 ;



ð24Þ



where f" ;tþ1 g  i:i:d N ð0; 1Þ and is independent of all other shocks in the model.2 Given that the conditional variance of in°ation, vart ð tþ1 Þ ¼ 2 is 2 This assumption is introduced for simplicity. The assumption is also useful to highlight the di®erences with the endogenous in°ation approach where nonzero correlations between in°ation and the real economy are the result of the policy rule.
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constant, the nominal state vector still conforms to the essentially a±ne setting described above. Based on the equilibrium real and nominal pricing kernels given by Eqs. (19) and (22), the equilibrium nominal term structure from our exchange economy is the three-factor stochastic price of risk a±ne model characterized in Proposition 2.
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Proposition 2. The equilibrium characteristics of the economy under the exogenous in°ation process and its associated nominal pricing kernel are represented by Eqs. (1); (3); and (4) where s $t ¼ ðct ; t ; t Þ > and  $ ¼ diagfc ;  ;  g;



 $ ¼ ð > ;  Þ > ;



 1=2;$ ¼ diagf c ; ; g;



" $ ¼ ð" > ; " Þ > ; 1  $0 ¼ 0 þ ð1   Þ  2 ; 2  $0



¼



> ½ > 0 ; 1



and



 $1



 $1 ¼ ½1 ;   > ; 



 1 0 ¼ : 0 0



Proof. Characterize the state-vector process (1) using Eqs. (14), (16), and (24), substitute them into the nominal pricing kernel (22) and express in matrix form. From Proposition 2, the market prices of risk related to consumption growth and the exogenous taste shock t are the same as in Proposition 1. Equivalently, the compensations for the risks associated with consumption growth and the exogenous preference variable are the same for assets with real and nominal payo®s. The last term of ðst Þ contains the constant price of in°ation risk. 3.3. A monetary policy rule consistent nominal pricing kernel As an alternative to the approach in Sec. 3.2, we derive the nominal pricing kernel by imposing a monetary policy rule linking in°ation to the nominal short-term rate. Assume that monetary policy follows a nominal interest rate rule it ¼  þ c ct þ p t þ ut ;
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where ut is a policy shock capturing the nonsystematic component of monetary policy. The policy shock follows an autoregressive process
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utþ1 ¼ u ut þ u "u;tþ1 ;



ð26Þ



where f"u;tþ1 g  i:i:d: N ð0; 1Þ, independent of all other shocks in the model. The policy rule (25) is similar to the one proposed in Taylor (1993). The evident di®erence between the two rules is that, while under the original Taylor (1993) speci¯cation, the short-term interest rate reacts to the output gap level, the rule here reacts to consumption growth. The absence of a production sector with frictions in this endowment economy does not admit an interpretation of an output gap. Therefore, with slight abuse of terminology, we refer to the policy rule as the Taylor rule for the model. Given that the interest rate in the Taylor rule (25) must be consistent with the one-period nominal bond yield in Eq. (23), we can use the two equations to solve for an internally consistent process for in°ation:  þ c ct þ t þ u ut : t ¼ The equilibrium constraint imposed by the price of the one-period nominal bond implies loading coe±cients for the equilibrium in°ation that satisfy   1 1 1 1



    ð þ c Þð1  c Þc þ ð þ c Þ 2 2c þ 2 2 þ 2u 2u ; ¼ 1  p 2 2 2 ð27Þ c ¼



ðc  2c c Þ  c ;



p  c þ 2c c



¼ 



ð þ c Þ 2c  



p   



and u ¼ 



1 :



p  u ð28Þ



The sensitivity of in°ation to the state variables is determined by the response of the monetary authority to consumption growth and in°ation. Substituting the monetary policy consistent in°ation process into the nominal pricing kernel (22), we obtain a three-factor essentially a±ne nominal term structure model. The nominal state vector is given by s $t ¼ ðct ; t ; ut Þ > . The dynamics of the nominal state variables and the nominal pricing kernel are characterized in Proposition 3. Proposition 3. The equilibrium characteristics of the economy under the endogenous inflation process and its associated nominal pricing kernel are represented by Eqs. (1); (3); and (4) where s $t ¼ ðct ; t ; ut Þ >
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and  $ ¼ diagfc ;  ; u g;



 $ ¼ ð > ; 0Þ > ;



 1=2;$ ¼ diagf c ; ; u g;



" $ ¼ ð" > ; "u Þ > ; 1 1 1  þ ð þ c Þð1  c Þc  ð þ c Þ 2 2c  2 2  2u 2u ;  $0 ¼  þ 2 2 2
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 $1 ¼ ½ð þ c Þðc  c 2c Þ;   ð þ c Þ 2c ; u u  > ;   1 0 $ $ > and  1 ¼  0 ¼ ½ þ c ; ; u  : 0 0 Proof. Characterize the state-vector process (1) using Eqs. (14), (16), and (26), substitute them into the nominal pricing kernel (22) and express in matrix form. The vector  $0 shows that the constant component of the market prices of risk related to consumption growth and t are a®ected by the in°ation process. In equilibrium, the in°ation process is determined by consumption growth and t , and the nominal compensations for risk depending on the response of in°ation to these two processes. The model we study features a stochastic price of risk. Alternatively, time variation in term premiums can be obtained from shocks with stochastic volatility. In Appendix A, we show that our approach for endogenous in°ation can be generalized to an economy with either time-varying prices of risk, or stochastic volatility using general autoregressive gamma processes. These processes are the discrete-time counterpart of the Cox et al. (1985) process. 4. Analysis We compare the term structure implications of the exogenous and endogenous in°ation economies presented earlier. The analysis allows us to learn about the e®ects of the monetary policy on interest rate dynamics. We also conduct policy experiments by changing the monetary policy rule to analyze its implications for the term structure and macroeconomic variables. 4.1. Data To understand the main di®erences in the term structure dynamics between the exogenous and endogenous in°ation models, we calibrate the two models to selected statistics of the US data. We use quarterly US data from 1971:3 to
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2005:4 for interest rates, consumption, and consumer prices. We chose the sample to capture a period when monetary policy can be characterized by an interest-rate rule as described by Clarida et al. (2000). The sample starts in 1971, right after the end of the Bretton Woods system, and ends with the last year of Alan Greenspan as chairman of the Federal Reserve.3 The zero-coupon yields for yearly maturities from one to 10 years are obtained using the Svensson (1994) methodology applied to o®-the-run Treasury coupon securities by the Federal Reserve Board.4 The short-term nominal interest rate is the three-month T-bill from the Fama–Bliss risk-free rates database. The consumption growth series is constructed using quarterly data on real per capita consumption of nondurables and services from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The in°ation series is obtained using the methodology described in Piazzesi and Schneider (2007). These data capture in°ation related only to nondurable consumption and services, and then it is consistent with the in°ation variable in the model. The construction of the in°ation data and a comparison to log changes in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) are presented in Appendix B. 4.2. Calibration: Exogenous versus endogenous in°ation For comparison purposes, the two models are calibrated such that they share the same real dynamics. That is, the parameters describing the real side of the economy in the two models are the same. The parameters are chosen by calibrating the endogenous in°ation model to match the average level and volatility of nominal bond yields as well as the average, volatility, and ¯rstorder autocorrelation of consumption growth and in°ation. The resulting parameter values for the real side of the economy are used in the exogenous in°ation model. Its parameters describing the exogenous in°ation dynamics are chosen to match the selected moments of observed in°ation. Analytical representations of macroeconomic and term structure model-implied statistics for the two models are reported in Appendix C. Table 1 contains the common parameter values across the two models. The parameters c , c , and c are chosen to jointly match the mean, standard deviation, and ¯rst-order autocorrelation of consumption growth. The preference shock parameters c and  are chosen using the endogenous in°ation model to match the shape of the average nominal yield curve and its 3 The Ben Bernanke era is not included since there was a switch to unconventional monetary policies during this period. 4 These data series are available at https://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/researchdata/feds200628.xls.
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Table 1. Common parameter values in the calibrations of the exogenous and endogenous in°ation models. Parameter



Description



  10 4  c  10 3 c c  10 3 c  10 4 







  10 4



Subjective discount factor Curvature parameter Average consumption growth Autocorrelation of consumption growth Conditional volatility of consumption growth Preference shock sensitivity to consumption growth Autocorrelation of latent variable Conditional volatility of latent variable Preference shock sensitivity to latent variable



Value 1:7766 0.65 4:938 0.4146 3:962 2.881 0.10 0.055 1.250



volatility. The negative shock sensitivity to consumption growth, c < 0, generates an upward-sloping yield curve. This can be interpreted as countercyclical risk aversion shifting marginal utility to obtain positive average risk premiums for long maturity bonds. We choose the autoregressive parameter  to capture the volatility of interest rates for intermediate maturities with ¯xed at 0:055. When  ¼ 0, we can capture the volatility of short and long maturity rates, but the parameter implies a quick decline in yield volatilities for intermediate maturities that is not observed empirically. Allowing for a positive autocorrelation of the latent taste shock variable helps to overcome the limitation. The parameter is such that  has the same order of magnitude as c . The sensitivity of the preference shock to the latent taste variable,  , allows us to capture the volatility of the short-term rate. When  ¼ 0 and the model matches the shape of the yield curve; the endogenous in°ation model implies a lower volatility for the short-term rate than we observe empirically. Since both the exogenous and endogenous in°ation models are calibrated so that they share the same real asset pricing dynamics, Fig. 2 presents the common properties of the real yield curve    its average shape, volatility, and term premium structure. In addition to requiring a latent taste shock variable t that helps to ¯t the structure of bond volatilities, our calibrated preference structure is not easily interpreted as habit formation preferences. This is driven by our desire to capture an upward-sloping average real yield curve. Habit-based models such as Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and Wachter (2006) generate a countercyclical price of consumption growth risk, and real
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Fig. 2. Real bond yield properties    Exogenous and endogenous in°ation models. Parameter values for the calibrations are reported in Tables 1 and 2.



interest rates are negatively correlated with consumption growth.5 Our preference speci¯cation does not allow us to capture these two properties simultaneously, and so cannot be interpreted as a habit-based preference speci¯cation. To see this, consider the average two-period yield spread previously examined in Sec. 3 in Eq. (21). Ignoring the term for the conditional variance of the short-term rate, Eq. (21) allows for an upward-sloping average curve if either c  c 2c < 0, or  þ c c < 0. For c  c 2c < 0 to hold, c has to be positive enough to satisfy c > c2 , c since the autocorrelation of consumption growth c in the data is positive. Therefore,  þ c ct is high for high consumption growth, and low for low consumption growth, which implies a procyclical price of consumption growth risk rather than the countercyclical price of risk in habit formation speci¯cations. In addition, c  c 2c < 0 implies that the autocorrelation of consumption growth under the risk neutral measure is negative. This leads to instability in the consumption growth process and generates a choppy yield curve where real rates are negatively correlated with consumption growth. Alternatively, our calibration leads to a positive sloping real yield curve through  þ c c < 0. For the condition to hold, c has to be negative, which captures the idea of countercyclical risk aversion. However, in a habitbased interpretation, it also implies a negative average risk aversion precluding the interpretation of our preference speci¯cation as a form of habit formation. Additionally, a negative c delivers a positive correlation between real rates and consumption growth, in contrast to the correlation implied by standard habit models. 5



The published version of Campbell and Cochrane (1999) assumed that real interest rates are constant, but the working paper version also studied the case of time-varying interest rates. 1750011-17
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c



p u u  10 4



0.007 0.79 1.68 0.9982 2:5



Exogenous-   10 2   10 3



1:115 0.84 3:593



Notes: Endogenous- and Exogenous- refer to the calibrations with endogenous and exogenous in°ation processes, respectively. The common parameter values across the two calibrations are reported in Table 1.



Table 2 contains the model-speci¯c parameters. For the endogenous in°ation model, the policy rule parameters imply positive responses of the monetary authority to consumption growth and the level of in°ation. To capture the volatility of long maturity yields, the autoregressive coe±cient of the policy shock, u , is set close to 1. The in°ation process in the endogenous in°ation model is t ¼ 0:012  0:28ct þ 0:047 t  1:48ut ; where the negative loading on consumption growth induces the negative correlation between consumption growth and in°ation observed empirically. For the exogenous in°ation model, the parameters  ,  , and are jointly chosen to match the mean, standard deviation, and ¯rst-order autocorrelation of in°ation. Table 3 reports some model-implied statistics for both models. Panel A of the table shows that both models are able to capture important properties of the dynamics of consumption growth and in°ation. As mentioned earlier, the endogenous in°ation model has the advantage of capturing the negative correlation between consumption growth and in°ation. This correlation is zero by construction under the exogenous in°ation model. Panel B of Table 3 and Fig. 3 present the selected properties of nominal bond yields. The average level of the yield curve implied by the endogenous in°ation model matches its empirical counterpart. The average nominal short-term rate and the slope of the curve for the calibrated exogenous in°ation model are higher than in the data. Panel C in Fig. 3 shows that the higher spreads in the exogenous in°ation model are explained by 1750011-18



Term Premium Dynamics and the Taylor Rule Table 3. Data and model-implied descriptive statistics for the endogenous and exogenous in°ation models.



Panel A E½ct   4 E½ t   4 ðct Þ  4 ð t Þ  4 corrðct ; ct1 Þ corrð t ; t1 Þ corrðct ; t Þ



Data



Endogenous- 



Exogenous- 



1.98 4.46 1.74 2.66 0.41 0.84 0.33



1.98 4.42 1.74 2.69 0.41 0.85 0.18



1.98 4.46 1.74 2.67 0.41 0.84 0
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Panel B E½it   4



ð20Þ E½i t  ð40Þ E½i t 



4



4 ðit Þ  4 ð20Þ



ði t



Þ4



ð40Þ



ði t Þ  4 corrðit ; it1 Þ



2.38



2.37



0.71



0.69 0.93



0.39 0.99



corrðit ; i t



ð20Þ



Þ



0.92 0.92



corrðit ; i t



ð40Þ



Þ



0.88



0.88



0.99



Panel C corrðit ; ct Þ corrðit ; t Þ



0.10 0.60



0.19 0.91



0.26 0.59



Notes: Endogenous- and Exogenous- refer to the calibrations with endogenous and exogenous in°ation processes, respectively. Parameter values for the two calibrations are reported in Tables 1 and 2. Average values and standard deviations are annualized (multiplied by 4) and reported in percentage points.
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Fig. 3. Nominal bond yield properties    Exogenous and endogenous in°ation models. The () denotes data. Parameter values for the calibrations are reported in Tables 1 and 2. 1750011-19
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di®erences in risk premiums. The risk premiums in the endogenous in°ation model imply expected excess returns that increase monotonically with maturity and vary from 0.22% for the six-month rate to 2.10% for the 10-year bond yield. In the exogenous in°ation model, the implied expected excess returns are 0.48% for the six-month rate, and reach 2.90% for the 10-year bond yield. Panel B in Fig. 3 demonstrates that the volatilities of the short-term rate and the 10-year yield in the endogenous in°ation model match the data. The volatility of the nominal short-term rate in the exogenous in°ation model is higher than in the data, and the volatility of the 10-year bond yield is signi¯cantly lower. While the ratio of the volatility of the 10-year yield to the short-term rate is 78% in the data and in the endogenous in°ation model, it is only 19% in the exogenous in°ation model. This failure of the exogenous in°ation model is driven by the lack of persistence in the consumption growth and in°ation processes. The time-varying prices of risk ð1 6¼ 0Þ given by the preference shock parameters c and  are not strong enough to increase long maturity yield volatilities when in°ation is exogenous. In contrast, the endogenous in°ation model is able to capture short and long maturity yield volatility simultaneously since the policy rule allows us to describe in°ation, and thus, interest rates in terms of a persistent process    the policy shocks. That is, yield volatility does not die out quickly with bond maturity because the nonsystematic component of the Taylor rule exhibits signi¯cant persistence. One way to increase long maturity yield volatilities relative to the shortterm yield volatilities in the exogenous in°ation model is to increase the autoregressive parameter for the latent preference variable  . But, increasing  leads to counterfactual implications. Matching 10-year bond yield volatility results in a hump-shaped pattern for volatility across maturities: bond yield volatility for some intermediate maturities is signi¯cantly higher than short and long maturity yield volatilities. The exogenous in°ation model is unable to jointly capture macroeconomic behavior and the average level and volatility of nominal bond yields. Table 3 also shows the other properties of the endogenous in°ation model implied by the calibration. The short-term rate has higher ¯rst-order autocorrelation in the endogenous in°ation model, but it is still too low relative to the empirical autocorrelation. The endogenous in°ation model is also unable to fully capture the correlation between the short-term rate, consumption growth, and in°ation. The correlation between the short-term rate and 1750011-20
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consumption growth is positive in the endogenous in°ation model, while it is negative in the data. The correlation between the short-term rate and in°ation is also higher in the endogenous in°ation model than in the data. To understand the di®erences across the two models, we compare the dynamics of real and nominal bond yields. Since the two models share the same parameters for the real side of the economy, the dynamics for real interest rates in the two models are the same. The real yield curve given in Fig. 2 and the nominal yield curve in the exogenous in°ation model given in Fig. 3 have similar average levels, volatilities and risk premiums. This is not the case if we compare the real yield curve and the nominal yield curve in the endogenous in°ation model. These di®erences can be understood by comparing the prices of risk in Propositions 1–3. The prices of risk and the loading coe±cients associated to consumption growth and the exogenous preference variable for assets with real payo®s are the same as those for nominal payo®s in the exogenous in°ation model. Here, in°ation is modeled as a process that is uncorrelated with these two factors so that the prices of risk in the nominal term structure are the same as in the real term structure. This is no longer true in the endogenous in°ation model. Here, in°ation depends on consumption growth and the exogenous preference variable. Since c < 0, it implies that the price of consumption growth risk for real payo®s is higher than the price for nominal payo®s. It translates into lower nominal risk premiums than real risk premiums in the calibration. A monetary policy rule generates a negative correlation between consumption growth and in°ation that reduces the price of consumption risk in the nominal pricing kernel. The e®ects of the policy rule are also re°ected in di®erences in the volatilities of nominal and real bond yields. While the volatility of the short-term nominal rate is similar to that of the short-term real rate, the volatilities of long maturity real bond yields are signi¯cantly lower than the volatilities of long maturity nominal bond yields. The di®erence is explained by the persistence of the policy shocks, which drive the higher volatility of nominal yields and do not in°uence real yields. We also compare the sensitivity of bond yields and term premiums to the two common state factors in the models: consumption growth and the preference variable t . Figure 4 shows that the loadings of bond yields and term premiums in the endogenous in°ation model are signi¯cantly lower than in the exogenous in°ation model, while their real counterparts in Fig. 5 are the same, by construction.
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Fig. 4. Nominal bond yield and term premium loadings. Parameter values for the baseline calibration are reported in Tables 1 nd 2.
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Fig. 5. Real bond yield and term premium loadings. Parameter values for the baseline calibration are reported in Tables 1 and 2. 1750011-22
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5. A Policy Experiment We use the endogenous in°ation model to analyze the e®ects of monetary policy changes on the dynamics of interest rates. Such policy experiments can be captured by changes in the functional form of the policy rule, or changes in the reaction coe±cients of the policy rule presented in Sec. 3.3. We analyze the e®ects on bond yield dynamics of changes in the reaction coe±cients on in°ation and consumption growth in the policy rule. The motivation for this exercise is provided by empirical evidence presented in Clarida et al. (2000). They estimate reaction functions for monetary policy in the US for di®erent periods and ¯nd that the policy rule characterizing US monetary policy after 1980 has a higher reaction coe±cient to the level of in°ation than in the previous periods. Our objective is to analyze the implications of changes in the reaction to macroeconomic variables on the dynamics of interest rates and try to determine whether these changes are consistent with changes in properties of these rates over time. Table 4 presents regression results for the policy rule (25) for the periods analyzed in Clarida et al. (2000). The table shows that the coe±cient of in°ation in the rule is signi¯cantly higher during the Volcker–Greenspan period (1979–2005) than in the pre-Volcker era (1960–1979). We use the calibration for the endogenous in°ation model in Sec. 4.2 as the baseline calibration. We conduct two policy experiments. In each experiment, we modify one reaction coe±cient, p or c , to match the average level of the short-term rate for the Greenspan (1987–2005) period, keeping all the other parameters as in the baseline calibration. We refer to these two experiments, Table 4.



Nominal short-term rate regressions for di®erent samples.



Sample 
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p



R2



corrðut ; ut1 Þ
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0.01 (0.00)
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0.80
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0.00 (0.00)
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Notes: The regression of the nominal short-term rate is it ¼  þ c ct þ p t þ ut ; where ct is consumption growth, t is in°ation, and ut denotes the residuals. The table reports coe±cients from OLS estimations for di®erent sample periods. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis. 1750011-23
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as  p and  c , respectively. From them, we can learn about term structure implications of changes in the reaction coe±cients in the policy rule. Table 5 shows some descriptive statistics associated with the two experiments. Experiment  p requires an increase in p to 2.14 from 1.67 to match the average short-term interest rate for the Greenspan era. This is achieved in experiment  c by increasing c to 1.07 from 0.79. The implications of these two experiments for the dynamics of interest rates are signi¯cantly di®erent. The  p experiment is successful in reducing the in°ation level, volatility, and autocorrelation as well as in capturing the



Table 5. Data and model-implied descriptive statistics for the policy experiments. Data
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Notes: The table reports statistics from di®erent calibrations of the endogenous in°ation model. Parameter values for the baseline calibration are reported in Tables 1 and 2. Parameter values for the  p and  c experiments are the same as in the baseline calibration, except for p ¼ 2:64 and c ¼ 1:07, respectively. Average values and standard deviations are annualized (multiplied by 4) and reported in percentage points.
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less negative correlation between in°ation and consumption growth. The  c experiment does not capture these features of the in°ation process seen in the data. The loading p is the only parameter that is changed in the  p experiment. Figure 6 shows that the implied average yield curve resembles the one observed in the Greenspan era. An increase in the reaction coe±cient to in°ation increases the slope of the curve. In contrast, the  c experiment delivers a °at yield curve. The di®erence between the two experiments can be explained from Panel C of Fig. 6. The term premiums associated with the  p experiment are positive and those of the  c experiment are close to zero. While an increase in the p coe±cient decreases the negative sensitivity of in°ation to consumption growth to 0.25 from 0.43, the increase in the c coe±cient increases the negative correlation to 0.81. Therefore, a stronger policy reaction of the short-term interest rate to in°ation increases the riskiness of long maturity bonds, while a stronger reaction to consumption growth increases the hedging bene¯ts of these bonds. Panel B of Fig. 6 shows the implications of the experiments on yield volatilities. The  p experiment implies a higher volatility for short-term rates than implied in the Greenspan period and a fast decline in volatility with maturity. The ratio of the 10-year yield volatility to short-rate volatility decreases to 55% from 78%. The ratio is low in comparison to the 73% ratio observed on average during the Greenspan era. Therefore, policy shocks lose some of their ability to generate long maturity rate volatility. A reduced response in in°ation to policy shocks that is also re°ected in the reduced persistence in in°ation observed during the period. The  c experiment
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Fig. 6. Nominal bond yield properties    Policy experiments. The () denotes 1971–2005 data and the () denotes 1987–2005 data. Parameter values for the baseline calibration are reported in Tables 1 and 2. Parameter values for the  p and  c experiments are the same as in the baseline calibration, except for p ¼ 2:64 and c ¼ 1:07, respectively. 1750011-25
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reduces the volatility of short-term rates, but long maturity yield volatility is largely una®ected. Other implications of the  p that are consistent with interest rate developments during the Greenspan era are the increase in the correlation between consumption growth and the short-term interest rate, and a decrease in the correlation between in°ation and the interest rate. Short-term rate autocorrelation decreases in the policy experiment while it increased during the Greenspan era.
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6. Conclusion We show that a consumption-based a±ne term structure model can capture an important property of long maturity interest rates    that they are almost as volatile as short-term rates. We do this by incorporating preferences that lead to a stochastic price of risk and an interest-rate rule for monetary policy. A±ne term structure models require, in general, highly persistent state factors to avoid a quick decline in volatility across maturities. This requirement apparently disquali¯es macroeconomic variables such as consumption growth or in°ation as explanatory variables in these models. However, when a monetary policy rule endogenously makes in°ation correlated to real economic activity and a highly autocorrelated monetary policy shock, it is possible to simultaneously obtain a high volatility of long maturity rates and reproduce the observed persistence in in°ation dynamics. Our model also allows for the analysis of bond-pricing implications of policy changes. This feature provides term structure restrictions that could be potentially used to identify changes in policy regimes. We show that a policy rule with a higher reaction to in°ation appears to capture salient macroeconomic and term structure developments during the Greenspan era. Acknowledgments We would like to thank Alexander David, Hagen Kim, Angelo Melino, Motohiro Yogo, and seminar participants at the University of Michigan Finance Brown Bag Series, the Duke-UNC Asset Pricing Conference, the MTS Group Conference on Financial Markets, the Western Finance Association, the Bank of Canada Conference on Fixed Income Markets, New York University Economics, Columbia University, Texas A&M Economics, and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors for comments. Disclaimer: The material on this manuscript does not represent the views of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. 1750011-26
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Appendix A. General A±ne Model with an Interest-Rate Rule The model in the main body of the text has a stochastic price of risk, but all state variables have constant conditional volatility. In this appendix, we show how to embed monetary policy consistent in°ation into a more general economy where the state variables have time-varying conditional volatility. Such an analysis allows for a more structural interpretation of the term structure and policy rule results in Ang and Piazzesi (2003) and Ang et al. (2007). In particular, we consider the class of discrete-time term structure models studied by Le et al. (2010), that nest exact discrete-time versions of continuous-time a±ne models such as Du±e and Kan (1996), Dai and Singleton (2000), Du®ee (2002), Duarte (2004), and Cheridito et al. (2007).6 The state of the economy is summarized by an N -dimensional vector of state variables st ¼ ðzt ; yt Þ > , partitioned into an M -dimensional vector of state variables zt , and an L ¼ ðN  M Þ-dimensional vector of state variables yt . The state variables yt follow the ¯rst-order autoregression: ytþ1 ¼ ðI  s Þy þ s yt þ ðzt Þ 1=2 "tþ1 ;



ðA:1Þ



where f"t g  IID N ð0; IÞ, y is an L  L matrix of autoregressive parameters assumed to be stable, and y is an L  1 vector of drift parameters. The conditional covariance matrix, ðzt Þ, is ðzt Þ ¼ diagfi þ  > i zt g;



i ¼ 1; . . . ; L;



ðA:2Þ



where i is a scalar and i is an M -dimensional vector. The process yt is further partitioned into square-root and pure Gaussian processes as yt ¼ ðwt ; xt Þ > , where wt is a J -dimensional vector and xt is a K-dimensional vector with J þ K ¼ L. The process wt is a square-root process with i 6¼ 0 for all wi;t . The process xt is a pure Gaussian process with i ¼ 0 for all xi;t . Let w ðzt Þ and x denote the corresponding diagonal submatrices of ðzt Þ. To keep the square-root process wt well de¯ned, the process zt must be nonnegative. Nonnegativity is accomplished by modeling zt as an M -dimensional autoregressive gamma process. The properties of a univariate autoregressive gamma process are studied in Gourieroux and Jasiak (2006) and Darolles et al. (2006). Le et al. (2010) consider the multivariate extension 6



For an earlier analysis of autoregressive gamma term structure models, see Gourieroux et al. (2002). 1750011-27
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of autoregressive gamma processes. As in their work, we assume the components of ztþ1 are independent conditional on zt . To pin down the conditional distribution of ztþ1 , let
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z ¼ diagfzi g;



i ¼ 1; . . . ; M



with 0 < zi < 1:



ðA:3Þ



Here, we impose a stronger condition than Le et al. (2010) by assuming that z is a diagonal matrix. By doing so, the components of zt are unconditionally uncorrelated. The conditional distribution of zi;tþ1 given zi;t is de¯ned as the Poisson mixture of standard gamma distributions7   zi zi;t zi;tþ1 jðP; zi;t Þ  gammaði þ PÞ; where Pjzi;t  Poisson ; ðA:4Þ ci ci for constants ci > 0 and i > 0, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; M . By assuming that the components of zt are unconditionally uncorrelated, the Poisson random variable P's intensity only depends on zi;t instead of the entire vector realization of zt . The realization of the Poisson random variable P determines the shape parameter of the gamma distribution from which zi;tþ1 is drawn. The square-root process wt converges to a multifactor continuous-time squareroot process. See Le et al. (2010), for example. The conditional mean Et ðzi;tþ1 Þ and variance Vt ðzi;tþ1 Þ of the autoregressive gamma process are Et ðzi;tþ1 Þ ¼ ci i þ zi zi;t



and Vt ðzi;tþ1 Þ ¼ c i2 i þ 2ci zi zi;t ;



ðA:5Þ



respectively. The conditional moment generating function of ztþ1 is E½e



u > ztþ1



jzt  ¼ e



ð



M P



u z



i i i logð1þui ci Þþ 1þu c zi;t Þ i i



i¼1



:



ðA:6Þ



If we do not assume that the components of zt are unconditionally uncorreu lated, then the coe±cient in front of zi;t will be potentially driven by 1þujj cj for j 6¼ i. In particular, this will lead to a nonlinear in°ation process in the state variables. Prices for default-free bonds are given by the fundamental equation of asset pricing ðnÞ



bt



7



ðn1Þ



¼ Et ½Mtþ1 b tþ1 ;



A standard gamma distribution normalizes the scale parameter to equal 1. 1750011-28



ðA:7Þ



Term Premium Dynamics and the Taylor Rule ðnÞ



where b t is the price at date t of a default-free pure-discount bond that pays ð0Þ 1 at date t þ n so that b t ¼ 1.
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A.1. Real pricing kernel In contrast to Le et al. (2010), we restrict the structure of the real pricing kernel through the market price of risk to preserve bond yields being a±ne in the state vector under the historical probability measure. This additional assumption is necessary to derive an a±ne endogenous in°ation process that is consistent both with the term structure of interest rates as well as a monetary policy rule. In particular, we assume that the real pricing kernel is 1 > 1 >  log Mtþ1 ¼ 0 þ  > 1 st þ  w w ðzt Þw þ x ðst Þ x x ðst Þ 2 2 > 1=2 þ > "w;tþ1 þ x ðst Þ >  1=2 w w ðzt Þ x "x;tþ1 þ  z ztþ1 ;



ðA:8Þ



where w is a J -dimensional vector of constants and z is an M -dimensional vector of constants. The N -dimensional vector 1 represents the factor loadings for the pricing kernel. The K -dimensional vector x ðst Þ is the statedependent price of risk and is a±ne in the state variable vector st with x ðst Þ ¼ x;0 þ x;1 st ;



ðA:9Þ



where x;0 is a K -dimensional vector of constants and x;1 is a K  N -dimensional matrix of constants. We decompose x;1 as     x;1;y x;1;z x;1;w x;1;z x;1;z x;1 ¼ ¼ ðA:10Þ K M K J K K K  M K  ðJ þ K Þ and stack the w and x ðst Þ vectors as   w s ðst Þ ¼ : x ðst Þ



ðA:11Þ



The quadratic term 12 x ðst Þ > x x ðst Þ in (A.8) is a correction term that preserves the linearity of interest rates. The real pricing kernel given by (A.8) captures both \stochastic price of risk" and \stochastic quantity of risk" speci¯cations as special cases. For example, Ang and Piazzesi (2003), Ang et al. (2007), and Dai and Philippon (2005) empirically study monetary and ¯scal policy e®ects on the term structure of interest rates using Gaussian term structure models with a stochastic price of risk. Such models are captured in our setting by eliminating the wt and zt state variables. Log-linearized long-run risk models building 1750011-29
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from Bansal and Yaron (2004) incorporate stochastic quantity of risk pricing kernel formulations. These are captured by eliminating the xt state variables in our setting. A.2. Real bond prices Real bond prices of all maturities are a±ne functions of the state vector: ðnÞ
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 log b t



>



>



>



¼ A ðnÞ þ B ðnÞ st ¼ A ðnÞ þ B ðnÞ yt þ B ðnÞ zt ; y z



ðA:12Þ



where A ðnÞ is a scalar, and B ðnÞ is an N -dimensional vector. For convenience, ðnÞ ðnÞ we decompose B ðnÞ into yt and zt components, B y and B z . Equivalently, ðnÞ ðnÞ ðnÞ continuously compounded yields, r t , de¯ned by b t  expðnr t Þ, are also a±ne functions of the state variables, ðnÞ



rt



¼



1 ðnÞ > ½A þ B ðnÞ st : n



Bond prices must solve the bond pricing equation (A.7) implying the parameters de¯ning the bond yields, A ðnÞ and B ðnÞ satisfy the recursions: A



ðnþ1Þ



¼ 0 þ A



ðnÞ



>



¼ > B ðnþ1Þ z 1;z



m logð1 þ ðzm þ B ðnÞ zm Þcm Þ



m¼1



 1 ðnÞ ~ þ ðI  y Þy   0  diagfi gB y ; 2   1 ~ ðnÞ ðnÞ > ðnÞ > ~ þ bðz þ B z Þ  B y  1;z þ BðB y Þ ; 2 > B ðnÞ y







þ



M X



>



>



ðnÞ ~ 1;y Þ; ¼ > ðy   B ðnþ1Þ y 1;y þ B y ðnÞ



ðA:13Þ ðA:14Þ ðA:15Þ ðnÞ



where B zm represents the mth component of the vector B z . The ~ 1;z  ~ 0 and the L  M -dimensional matrix ½ ~ 1;y  are L-dimensional vector  de¯ned as 2n  " # o J 3 fj wj g Jj¼1 wj  > 0 j ~0 ¼ ~ 1;z  ~ 1;y  ¼ 4 j¼1 5; and ½   K K fJ þk x;0;k g k¼1 fJ þk x;1;k g k¼1 ðA:16Þ where x;0;k and x;1;k represent the kth rows of x;0 and x;1 , respectively. The function bðuÞ is an M -dimensional vector function de¯ned as  M  um zm ; ðA:17Þ bðuÞ ¼ 1 þ um cm m¼1 1750011-30
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~ ðnÞ where u is an M -dimensional vector. The L  M -matrix BðB y Þ is given by ðnÞ > M ~ ðnÞ BðB y Þ ¼ ½fB y;l  l g l¼1 : ð0Þ



ðA:18Þ ð0Þ



Since b t ¼ 1, the initial conditions for the recursions are A ð0Þ ¼ 0, B z ¼ 0, ð0Þ



and B y ¼ 0.
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A.3. Endogenous in°ation Here, we derive the nominal pricing kernel by imposing a monetary policy rule linking in°ation to the nominal short-term rate. Assume that monetary policy follows a nominal interest rate rule of the form > it ¼  þ ¿ > y yt þ ¿ z zt þ p t þ ut ;



ðA:19Þ



where ut is a policy shock capturing the nonsystematic component of monetary policy, and t is the in°ation process that will be derived endogenously. The policy shock follows an autoregressive process with dynamics utþ1 ¼ u ut þ u "u;tþ1 ;



ðA:20Þ



where f"u;tþ1 g  IID N ð0; 1Þ, independent of all other shocks in the model. The policy rule (A.19) is a generalization of a Taylor (1993) rule. With the real kernel given, the only thing that can adjust so that the Taylor rule holds is the in°ation rate. In equilibrium, the Taylor rule in Eq. (A.19) must be consistent with the nominal pricing kernel given by $ ¼  log Mtþ1 þ tþ1 :  log M tþ1



ðA:21Þ



In particular, we conjecture that the in°ation process is a±ne in the state variables: > > >  þ >  þ > t ¼ y yt þ z zt þ u ut ¼ w wt þ x xt þ z zt þ u ut :



ðA:22Þ



We can then solve for the coe±cients  , y , z , and u that are consistent with both the policy rule Eq. (A.19) and the nominal pricing kernel in Eq. (A.21). Proposition 4. Assume that the real kernel follows the process given in Eq. (A.8) and that monetary policy follows the Taylor rule in Eq. (A.19). The resulting equilibrium in°ation process is a±ne in the state variables as postulated in Eq. (A.22); with coe±cients: ¼



1 1 > 1 2 2 > ð0   þ > w ðI  w Þw þ x ðI  x Þx  x x x  u u



p  1 2 2   J X 1  ðA:23Þ þ wj wj j  x;0 x x Þ; 2 wj j¼1 1750011-31
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zm



  1 



y ¼ p I  y  0  > 1;y  y ; x;1;y x qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ð p  zm þ m cm Þ 2  4m cm p  ð p  zm þ m cm Þ ¼  zm ; 2cm p m ¼ 1; . . . ; M ; u ¼ 
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where m ¼ zm  p zm  1;zm 



J  X 1 j¼1



2



1 ;



p  u 



wj þ wj wj j;m þ



ðA:24Þ ðA:25Þ



ðA:26Þ



K X



xk ;1;zm k xk :



k¼1



ðA:27Þ Proof. Conjecturing the in°ation process is a±ne in the state variables, tþ1 is > tþ1 ¼  þ > y ytþ1 þ z ztþ1 þ u utþ1 > > ¼  þ > w wtþ1 þ x xtþ1 þ z ztþ1 þ u utþ1



ðA:28Þ



1=2 "w;tþ1 Þ ¼  þ > w ððI  w Þw þ w wt þ w ðzt Þ 1=2 þ > x ððI  x Þx þ x xt þ  x "x;tþ1 Þ



þ > z ztþ1 þ u ðu ut þ u "u;tþ1 Þ:



ðA:29Þ



This conjectured in°ation process must satisfy both the policy rule and the bond pricing equation for the nominal short-term rate. In particular, the in°ation process (A.28) must satisfy e it ¼ Et ½expðlog Mtþ1;t  tþ1 Þ   1 > 1 > ¼ Et exp 0   > 1 st   w w ðzt Þw  x ðst Þ x x ðst Þ 2 2 > 1=2  > "w;tþ1  x ðst Þ >  1=2  w w ðzt Þ x "x;tþ1   z ztþ1  1=2  > "w;tþ1 Þ  > w ððI  w Þw þ w wt þ w ðzt Þ x ððI  x Þx  1=2 > þ x xt þ  x "x;tþ1 Þ  z ztþ1  u ðu ut þ u "u;tþ1 Þ
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 1 > > ¼ exp 0    > w ðI  w Þw  x ðI  x Þx   w w ðzt Þw 2  1 > > > > >  x ðst Þ x x ðst Þ   1 st  w w wt  x x xt  z ztþ1  u u ut 2  Et ½expððw þ w Þ > w ðzt Þ 1=2 "w;tþ1  ðx ðst Þ þ x Þ >  1=2 x "x;tþ1   >  u u "u;tþ1 Þ  Et expðð z þ z Þ ztþ1 Þ :
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Taking expectations, Et ½expððw þ w Þ > w ðzt Þ 1=2 "w;tþ1  ðx ðst Þ þ x Þ >  1=2 x "x;tþ1  u u "u;tþ1 Þ  1 1 ¼ exp ðw þ w Þ > w ðzt Þðw þ w Þ þ ðx ðst Þ þ x Þ > x ðx ðst Þ þ x Þ 2 2  1 ðA:30Þ þ 2u 2u ; 2 and Et ½expðð z þ z Þ > ztþ1 Þ ! M  X ð zm þ zm Þzm ¼ exp  : m logð1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm Þ þ z 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm m;t m¼1 ðA:31Þ Substituting back into Eq. (A.30), rearranging, and taking logs yields > > > >  þ > it ¼ 0 þ w ðI  w Þw þ x ðI  x Þx þ  1 st þ w w wt þ x x xt 1 1 > > þ u u ut  >  ðz Þ   > w w ðzt Þ w  x x x  x ðst Þ x x 2 w w t w 2  M  X ð zm þ zm Þzm 1 2 2  u u þ m logð1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm Þ þ z : 2 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm m;t m¼1



ðA:32Þ The nominal short-term rate computed from the nominal pricing kernel must be consistent with the nominal short-term rate from the policy rule from Eq. (A.19). Matching coe±cients across these two equations gives expressions for the endogenous coe±cients  , y , z , and u verifying that the in°ation process is a±ne in the state variables. Matching ut coe±cients implies 1 u ¼  : ðA:33Þ



p  u 1750011-33
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When matching the wt and xt coe±cients, it is convenient to instead match the coe±cients jointly as yt ¼ ðwt ; xt Þ > . Stacking these coe±cients leads to the following yt term restriction: > > > y> t ð1;y þ  y y þ ½ 0  x;1;y x  y Þ ¼ y t ð y þ p y Þ:



ðA:34Þ



Given this restriction holds element-wise for all yt , we can then solve for y by inverting the right side of
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> 1;y  y ¼ ð p I   > y  ½ 0  x;1;y x Þ y



ðA:35Þ



giving Eq. (A.24). Collecting all terms that are linear in zt yields > 1;z zt



 M X J  M X X ð zm þ zm Þzm 1 wj þ wj wj  j;m zt;m þ þ z 2 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm m;t m¼1 j¼1 m¼1







M X K X



xk ;1;zm k xk zm;t ¼ > z zt þ p z zt :



ðA:36Þ



m¼1 k¼1



Given the zt process is unconditionally uncorrelated, the system of equations to determine z are decoupled and can be solved component by component. Decoupling Eq. (A.36) leads to a quadratic equation in zm given by 1;zm



 J  X ð zm þ zm Þzm 1 þ wj þ wj wj  j;m þ 2 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm j¼1 



K X



xk ;1;zm k xk ¼ zm þ p zm :



ðA:37Þ



k¼1



Rearranging this equation leads to



p ð zm þ zm Þ  where m is de¯ned as m ¼ zm  p zm  1;zm 



ð zm þ zm Þzm þ m ¼ 0; 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm



J  X 1 j¼1



2



 wj þ wj wj j;m þ



K X



ðA:38Þ



xk ;1;zm k xk :



k¼1



ðA:39Þ Multiplying Eq. (A.38) by 1 þ ð zm þ zm Þcm and rearranging yields



p cm ð zm þ zm Þ 2 þ ð p  zm þ m cm Þð zm þ zm Þ þ m ¼ 0:
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Solving for zm , qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ð p  zm þ m cm Þ 2  4m cm p  ð p  zm þ m cm Þ   zm ; zm ¼ 2cm p ðA:41Þ for m ¼ 1; . . . ; M . The negative root in Eq. (A.41) can be eliminated as it does not constitute a solution. To see this, a su±cient condition for m ¼ 0 when
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zm ¼ zm ¼ 1;zm ¼  j;m ¼ xk ;1;zm ¼ 0: Setting these coe±cients equal to zero implies that zm does not enter into the real pricing kernel or the monetary policy rule either directly or indirectly. Hence, zm must also be zero implying that the negative root of Eq. (A.41) cannot be a solution. To determine the  coe±cient, we pull out all of the constants in Eqs. (A.19) and (A.32) yielding 1 > >  ¼ 0 þ  þ >



 þ p w ðI  w Þw þ x ðI  x Þx  x x x 2  J  X 1 1  2u 2u  þ wj wj j  x;0 x x : 2 2 wj j¼1



ðA:42Þ



Solving for  gives Eq. (A.23). When the real pricing kernel follows the a±ne process as speci¯ed above and monetary policy follows a Taylor rule, the resulting equilibrium in°ation rate follows an a±ne process. The proposition also details how the parameters of the in°ation process depend on the parameters of real term structure and the Taylor rule. Using the equilibrium in°ation rate from Proposition 4, the nominal pricing kernel is of the a±ne form and then the nominal term structure is also a±ne. In particular, the equilibrium nominal pricing kernel is $ ¼  log Mtþ1 þ tþ1  log M tþ1 > ¼ 0 þ  þ > x ððI  x Þx Þ  w ððI  w Þw Þ > > > > þ > z;1 zt þ ð w;1 þ w w Þwt þ ð x;1 þ x x Þxt þ u u ut 1 1 > þ > w w ðzt Þw þ x ðst Þ x x ðst Þ 2 2 > 1=2 1=2 "w;tþ1 þ ðx ðst Þ > þ > þ ð > w þ w Þw ðzt Þ x Þ x "x;tþ1 > þ u u "u;tþ1 þ ð > z þ z Þztþ1
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1 N ;> 1 N N> N N >  N 0 þ  1 st þ  w w ðzt Þ w þ  x ðst Þ x  x ðst Þ 2 2 > N N> 1=2 > 1=2 þ N "w;tþ1 þ  N w  w ðzt Þ x ðst Þ  x "x;tþ1 þ  z ztþ1 :



ðA:43Þ
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Appendix B. Macroeconomic Data We present a comparison of statistical properties of two di®erent data sets for aggregate consumption and in°ation. We use quarterly US data from 1971:3 to 2005:4. In the ¯rst set (Set I), in°ation is constructed using quarterly data on the consumer price index from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) and the consumption growth series was constructed using quarterly data on real per capita consumption of nondurables and services from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. This data set considers in°ation related to aggregate output, and therefore includes durable goods. In the second set, in°ation is obtained following the methodology in Piazzesi and Schneider (2007). This data set captures in°ation related only to nondurables and services consumption. Therefore, it represents the adequate measure of in°ation for the representative agent economy considered here. In°ation is computed as the log di®erence in the price index, PI: sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Pt Qt1 Pt Qt : PIt ¼ PIt1 Pt1 Qt1 Pt1 Qt The second series for consumption growth was constructed using the Piazzesi and Schneider (2007) methodology, but adjusting it to extract the e®ect of population growth (P & S adj.). Consumption growth is the log di®erence in the quantity index, QI, given by sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ Nt1 Pt1 Qt Pt Qt ; QIt ¼ QIt1 Nt Pt1 Qt1 Pt Qt1 where N denotes population. The population series is obtained from the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The comparison of statistics for the two sets of data is presented in Table B.1. While the properties of consumption growth are very similar across the two sets, the properties of in°ation are signi¯cantly di®erent. The series that captures in°ation related only to nondurables and services is less volatile and much more persistent than the series for changes in the consumer price index. 1750011-36
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E½ct   4 E½ t   4 ðct Þ  4 ð t Þ  4 corrðct ; ct1 Þ corrð t ; t1 Þ corrðct ; t Þ



Set I



P & S adj.



2.03% 4.58% 1.70% 3.66% 0.41 0.53 0.30



1.98% 4.46% 1.74% 2.66% 0.41 0.84 0.34



Appendix C. Moment Conditions In°ation independent processes: E½ct  ¼ c ;



2 ðct Þ ¼



2 ð t Þ ¼



2c ; 1   2c



2



; 1   2 



corrðctþ1 ; ct Þ ¼ c ;



corrð tþ1 ; t Þ ¼  :



Exogenous in°ation: E½ t  ¼  ;



2 ð t Þ ¼



2 ; 1   2 



corrð tþ1 ; t Þ ¼  ;



corrðct ; t Þ ¼ 0; 1 1 E½it  ¼  þ c ð1  c 2c Þ þ    2 2c  2 : 2 2 Endogenous in°ation: E½ t  ¼  þ c  c ;



ð t Þ ¼ ð 2c 2 ðct Þ þ 2 2 ð t Þ þ 2u 2 ðut ÞÞ 1=2 ; 2 2 ðct Þ 2 ð t Þ Þ  ð1   



2 2 ð t Þ ð t Þ 2 ðu Þ  ð1  u Þ 2u 2 t ; ð t Þ



corrð tþ1 ; t Þ ¼ 1  ð1  c Þ 2c



corrðct ; t Þ ¼ c 2 ðut Þ ¼



ðct Þ ; ð t Þ



2u ; 1   2u



1 1 1 E½it  ¼  þ  þ ð þ c Þc ð1  c 2c Þ  ð þ c Þ 2 2c  2 2  2u 2u : 2 2 2 1750011-37
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